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Abstract
Push notifications can be a very useful feature. On web browsers, they allow users to receive timely updates even if the website is not currently open. On Chrome, the feature has become extremely popular since its inception in 2015, but it is also the least likely to be accepted by users. Chrome telemetry shows that, although 74% of all permission prompts are about notifications, they are also the least likely to be granted with only a 10% grant rate on desktop and 21% grant rate on Android. In order to preserve its utility for websites and to reduce unwanted interruptions and potential abuses for the users, we designed and tested both a novel UI and its activation mechanism for notification permission prompts in Chrome.

To understand how users interact with such prompts, we conducted two large-scale studies with more than 300 million users in the wild. The first study showed that most of them block or ignore the prompts across all types of websites, which prompted us to rethink its UI and activation logic. The second study, based on an A/B test using behavioral data from more than 40 million users who interacted with more than 100 million prompts on more than 70 thousand websites, show that the new prompt is very effective at reducing unwanted interruptions and their frequency (up to 30% fewer unnecessary actions on the prompts), with a minimal impact (less than 5%) on the grant rates, across all types of users and websites. We achieve these results thanks to a novel adaptive activation mechanism coupled with a block list of interrupting websites, which is derived from crowd-sourced telemetry from Chrome clients.

1 Introduction
The web browser is the main gateway to the World Wide Web for over 4.5 billion people [39]. Browser APIs allow websites to access resources and information on the client devices in a scalable and standardized way, enabling users to benefit from fast, interactive and personalized experiences without having to install and run dedicated applications. Some of those APIs provide access to sensitive data (such as geolocation or the microphone), and in those cases the website has to ask the user for permission before it can access such data [44]. Moreover, permission-gated APIs can provide an additional layer of security from other kinds of abuses, such as spam, phishing or deceptive marketing [5, 29].

Web push notifications are a very popular mechanism for websites to keep their users updated with timely content when a website is not open or is in the background. On Chrome, the telemetry shows that notification permission prompts account for 74% of all permission prompts shown to users during the month of March 2020. To receive notifications, users have to visit the website and grant the notification permission when prompted [45]. In order to help websites decide when to ask for the notification permission, Chrome and the Mozilla foundation have published a set of best practices to follow when asking for web push permissions [34, 46]. Chrome’s best practices are centered around two main principles: (i) users should show intent to receive notifications and (ii) sites should provide in-site management controls for notifications. Similarly, Mozilla’s best practises also caution developers to use them sparingly as they could be annoying [46]. In addition to being unwanted, such prompts can also be interrupting. Much prior work (see Section 2) has shown that poorly managed interruptions have multiple negative consequences, including an increased level of annoyance, anxiety, errors due to inattention and a desire to click-through without understanding the implications of doing so [7, 13]. A recent Mozilla study [31] concluded that notification prompts are indeed very unpopular. Even worse, certain websites try to trick users into granting the notification permission with misleading information about its actual purpose or by gating their content on the acceptance of the notification permission prompt [5]. Other websites could see it as an effective means to drive re-engagement [2, 15].

The problem we tackle here is how to reduce unwanted – and likely annoying – notifications for the majority of users without significantly impacting those who do want to opt in to
notifications. We design a solution that leverages the browser to manage the complex trade-offs that might arise between users who are unlikely to want to receive notifications, those that do seem to want them, and many website owners who might rely on them for increased engagement and higher service utility [16]. Our solution for Chrome has three main components. First, we introduce a “quieter” notification permission UI with a strikethrough bell (Figure 1), which is less intrusive and it allows users to enable notifications in a direct way should they want to. Second, we determine criteria when to show this UI to users based on their prior blocking choices. This is difficult not only because we need to simultaneously meet the needs of millions of users who exhibit a wide range of behaviors, but also because many behaviors are not explicit (e.g., when they simply ignore the prompts). Third, we determine the conditions under which Chrome activates this new prompt for websites. Doing this requires us to carefully balance the need to prevent abusive or spammy websites from interrupting the users, while not interfering with websites that use notifications responsibly and according to best practices. We note that other popular web browsers (Safari and Firefox) have independently introduced updates to the requirements and interface of the notification permission prompt [4, 21, 26, 31, 42], while Microsoft Edge has leveraged our solution [30] and enabled it by default for all users across all websites.

In this paper, we present the results of the largest and most comprehensive analysis, to the best of our knowledge, of the use of notification permission prompts in the wild, and show that our solution effectively balances the needs of both users and websites in Chrome. Our main contributions are:

- We conduct a first large-scale experiment to study the interaction of hundreds of millions of Chrome users with the notification permission prompt in the wild. Our findings show only 10% and 21% of notification permissions are granted on the desktop and Android, respectively, which suggests that the vast majority of users do not see a clear benefit from receiving notifications when prompted across all types of websites.
- We present the process that we adopted to rethink the notification permission prompt in order to reduce unwanted interruptions for users and potential abuses by websites, and at the same time not to penalize users that do want to receive notifications and websites that do adhere to the best practices when showing such prompts.
- We introduce proxy measures for unwanted notification prompts, and we conduct a second large-scale experiment with more than 40 million users as an A/B test, which shows that the new UI and its activation logic manage to achieve not only a desired reduction in unwanted interruptions, but also to have minimal negative impact on grant rates. Moreover, they provide a concrete incentive for websites to use the notifications API responsibly.

In particular, our second experiment shows that the new prompt and its activation logic reduce the interruptiveness of unwanted notification permission prompts by up to 30%, while limiting the impact on the grant rates to less than 5%. Finally, in order to provide transparency, accountability and accessibility of interaction rates with the notification prompt across websites, we include them in a publicly accessible online tool [18], which does not require any extra instrumentation from the websites.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the related work, and in Section 3 we present the first experiment, in which we measured the interactions of more than 300 million Chrome users on more than 800 million notifications permission prompts, across more than 70 thousand websites. In Section 4 we describe the approach and measures we took to limit the interruptions due to unwanted notification permission prompts, and show in the second experiment how this approach has reduced unwanted interruptions to the browsing experience with a limited impact on the grant rates. In Section 5 we discuss the implications of our changes for the web ecosystem and present some of the limitations of our study. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In the 2000s when push notifications were first introduced, only mobile OSes (such as BlackBerry OS, iPhone OS and Android) supported them [6, 17]. The availability of push notifications on the web is much more recent, thanks to the development and adoption of the Notifications API in the mid 2010s. In this section, we discuss works that studied the effects of interruptions – such as notification prompts – on the primary task, and those that analysed deceptive notifications that could lead to privacy and security threats.

2.1 Interruptions due to Notifications

Bailey and Konstan [7] conducted a laboratory experiment to measure the effects of interruptions on task completion time, error rate, annoyance, and anxiety. They manipulated the time at which the interruption was displayed, either during the primary tasks or in-between tasks. They showed that, when the interruption occurs during the primary task, users experience up to 106% more annoyance, and “commit twice the number of errors” as well as “experience twice the increase in anxiety” as compared to when the interruption happens in-between the primary tasks. Moreover, as reported in numerous works surveyed in [25], not all interruptions have the same
negative effect: while interruptions are not detrimental when performing simple and repetitive tasks, they do negatively affect task performance for complex tasks, especially when the primary task is unrelated to the interrupting one.

In the work by Felt et al. [13] on mobile app permissions, the authors proposed a set of guidelines on how to ask for permissions in order to reduce the habituation to permission prompts. One of the two principles – avoid interruptions – highlights the importance of avoiding interrupting users with security-related tasks while they are doing something unrelated – such as browsing a website. Otherwise, users are likely to "click through a dialog box...without fully understanding the consequences". Permission prompts by mobile apps and notification prompts in browsers are very similar in this respect, as they both interrupt the users’ primary task.

Several other works have studied users’ interaction behavior with notifications on mobile devices [14, 27, 28, 32, 36, 37]. For instance, the experiment conducted by Fischer et al. [14] showed that mobile notifications are dealt with more quickly and with a higher completion rate if they arrive at a moment where the users are in-between tasks rather than during the primary task, which is to some extent similar to previous findings by Bailey et al. [7] but in this specific context. Furthermore, the study by Pejovic and Musolesi [36] revealed that, in addition to the timing and primary task, other contextual features such as location, time of the day, emotion and engagement determine if a moment is suitable for receiving a notification. In another related work, Okoshi et al. [32] developed a mechanism that selects the best timing for delivering notifications based on the users’ physical activity and UI events, which reduces by 71.8% the users’ perceived workload as compared to other systems based on UI-only events. Similarly, Mehrotra et al. [27] used contextual information, such as the users’ activity, and social relationship between senders and receivers to develop a machine-learning based system to select the most appropriate timing for the delivery of the notification. Their system outperformed mechanisms based on user-defined rules of their own interruptibility. More recently, Pielot et al. [37] showed that non-messaging notifications are significantly less likely to be acted upon quickly, which is a notion that malicious websites seem to abuse in order to mislead users into granting the notification permission [5].

Web push notifications appear to the users as native system notifications on both mobile and desktop platforms that support the Notifications API [43]. Therefore, as they are not different from app notifications in this respect, the results established in prior works apply to them as well. We were unable to find specific studies on web push notifications that tackled any aspect related to interruptibility, in a similar way to the studies on app notifications we described previously.

2.2 Deceptive Notifications

In addition to being potentially interrupting, web push notifications can be quite deceptive and pose a significant threat for the users’ security and privacy, by means of phishing and spam attacks [24, 35, 47], social engineering attacks [41], forging and denial-of-service attacks [3]. Phishing is likely one of the most significant threats that malicious notifications can lead to. In their early work in 2012, Xu and Zhu [47] already showed how customized notifications could be successfully used to launch phishing attacks and post spam notifications in earlier versions of Android (2.3 and 4.0). More broadly, social engineering attacks – such as the ones studied by Vadrevu et al. [41] – were discovered on some ad landing pages, which were used in order to lure the user into granting the notification permission by promising access to access adult content. In Alepis’s recent work [3] on Android version 7, the author shows how it is possible to forge notifications – even web push notifications – both locally (by a malicious app, for example) and remotely. Although the notification forging attack requires the user to install a malicious app, by either downloading it from the Play Store or another source, it shows once again how notification customization can be abused. While issues related to deceptive notifications are very important, our work does not tackle them directly. However, it has a positive side effect of limiting such abuses by automatically blocking intrusive permission prompts for many users.

3 Interactions with the Legacy Notification Permission Prompts

In this section, we describe how Chrome users interact with the legacy notification permission prompt (Figure 2) which is the only one that was available until version 80. First, we introduce essential background information about the Notifications API, and then we describe our experiment and the results that made us rethink the experience with the notification permission prompt.

3.1 Background

Popular operating systems (OSs), such as Microsoft Windows, macOS, iOS, Android and Chrome OS, allow third-party apps to display push notifications as native system notifications to users [10, 11, 30]. Typically, each OS provides different APIs that apps – including browsers – can use to deliver such notifications. On the contrary, browsers usually implement a standard set of APIs that follow the specification described by the W3C [43], so that website owners do not have to develop and maintain different parts of code for the same functionality across different OSs.

The browser Notifications API [45] is one such standard API that allows websites to send system notifications even when users do not have the website open in their browser.
Users can therefore benefit from timely and relevant information from websites that they have opted in to receive notifications from. However, such functionality can also be prone to abuses, as it provides websites with an effective means to drive re-engagement rates [2, 15]. There are many examples where websites have abused this functionality, by either disguising the notification prompt as a chat window, by gating the website’s content on the acceptance of the prompt, or by trying to circumvent existing abuse-prevention mechanisms [5, 12].

The API specification mandates that “Notifications can only be displayed if the user (or user agent on behalf of the user) has granted permission” [43]. Before asking for that permission, the website should check its current state, which could be one of granted, denied or default. The latter is equivalent to a deny decision and it applies if no prior explicit decision has been made yet. Hereafter we describe how Chrome users interacted with the legacy notification permission prompts (Figure 2), which are the only ones that were available before version 80. This analysis is important as it clearly shows how most of the legacy prompts unnecessarily interrupt the browsing experience, and it provides us with a compelling reason to rethink it in a way to reduce interruptions while keeping the benefits for the users who might want to receive notifications.

3.2 First Experiment

In order to better understand how Chrome users interact with the notification permission prompts, we conducted our first study using the telemetry data that Chrome normally collects from a subset of opted-in users. In Chrome, users can choose to send usage statistics, crash reports and URLs of pages they visit to Google in order to help improve Chrome’s feature set and stability [19]. Usage statistics and crash reports are enabled by default on Chrome and can be disabled in Chrome’s settings. For instance, 74% of all prompts that those users see are for the notification permission, a statistic we mention in the abstract and in Sections 1 and 6. Information containing specific URLs can only be collected if users choose to send the above information and also give extra consent for collecting that data by turning on the setting “Make searches and browsing better (Sends URLs of pages you visit to Google)” – this is enabled if the user enables Sync. Once enabled, Chrome usage statistics will also include information about the visited URLs, and are keyed by a unique random device identifier. Usage statistics and Sync can be disabled in Settings. If re-enabled, the unique device identifier is reset.

The telemetry data we analyse in this study comes from a 10-day period between the 7th and the 16th of March, 2020, during which Chrome collected the relevant behavioral data from a random subset of users who are signed-in to with their Google account, are sharing usage reports and crash analytics with Google and have enabled the browser Sync feature without a custom passphrase. The data used in these studies adheres to Google’s guidelines for data collection and experimentation. In order to conduct any experiment with real behavioral data on such a subset of users, we need to obtain prior approval from key Google stakeholders in a number of areas, including legal, privacy, UX, engineering, product and leadership. Only after all of them gave their approval were we allowed to launch such an experiment. We are not subject to IRB review, however Chrome’s approved process for rolling out new features (such as the Quiet UI and its activation logic) involves partially rolling out a feature to a subset of customers, and then using A/B testing to compare performance metrics before and after. We followed standard company practices in our A/B testing that enabled us to compute impact metrics for subsets of users.

Our measurement methodology includes a careful choice of which data to include and which to exclude. The specific data fields we process are:
1. The randomly generated unique device identifier, which can be reset at any time by the user
2. The OS platform on which the client is running, which can be either desktop or mobile. For the latter, we only study...
data from Android mobile clients, as iOS (current version 13.4.1) does not support web push notifications.

3. The URL origin (e.g., https://subdomain.website.com) that displayed the prompt. Throughout the rest of this paper, we refer to URL origins also as websites or sites.

4. The type of prompt that was shown to the user (i.e., legacy or quiet). In this section, we only analyse data about the legacy prompts, whereas in Section 4 we compare and discuss both the legacy and the quiet ones.

5. The user’s action on the prompt, which can be either grant, block, ignore or dismiss. A dismiss is recorded when the user closes the prompt without clicking on either grant or block, whereas an ignore is recorded when the user does not interact with the prompt at all. Throughout the rest of the paper, we refer to any action other than ignore as a decision. In Chrome, a single grant or deny decision on a website is recorded for all future visits to the same website. In other words, while ignoring or dismissing a prompt will allow the website to show it again at the next visit, granting or blocking it will prevent that website from showing it again. This holds until either the user changes the settings for that website, or re-installs Chrome, or also in case she dismisses the prompt three times in a row on that website. Moreover, in order to limit the impact of test accounts or devices while retaining a large number of samples, we filter the data according to the following criteria:

- We only consider devices that saw at least 1 and at most 200 prompts, and that performed less than 100 grant, deny, or dismiss actions on them. Moreover, we also limit potential spammy reports by (i) removing clients that have reported more than 100 page load events to the same URL in any given day, and by (ii) only analysing reports from genuine Chrome clients that sign the reports with a valid cryptographic key provided by Google.

- We only consider URL origins with at least 1000 page loads and at least 100 decisions (i.e., grant, block or dismiss), from at least 50 different clients. Moreover, we consider only data from URL origins that allow automated crawling. We do not process any URL data from websites that have opted out from the Robots Inclusion Protocol [22], as specified in their robots.txt file.

### 3.3 Results

After filtering out the data samples that do not satisfy the above criteria, we are able to analyse more than 800 million actions on legacy prompts, coming from more than 300 million clients on more than 70 thousand websites. Overall, only 10% of such prompts are granted on desktop and 21% on Android. As described hereafter, we use the deny, ignore and dismiss rates as proxies to assess user annoyance and/or unwanted notifications. To measure those directly, one would have to allow users to carefully report on such aspects every time they interact with a permission prompt, which would add more interruptions to an already disrupted experience for many users. Alternatively, one could also interview users but that cannot be done on the scale of tens or hundreds of millions of participants. We chose those signals by consensus, after reviewing several candidate ones that were available during the experiments. In general, if a user denies a notification prompt, we believe it is a strong signal that either she is not interested in the service or that she is simply annoyed and does not want to be asked again. High ignore and dismiss rates indicate that users are either avoiding having to make a decision or are truly disinterested and simply want to quickly get beyond the prompt request. We use this trio of signals to capture the entirety of the unwanted and annoyed concepts. While we cannot completely disambiguate a user’s intention, it is clear that any of these three choices captures either lack of interest and/or possible annoyance.

#### 3.3.1 Clients

In order to better understand how clients interact with prompts, we look at the rate at which prompts are granted, denied, dismissed or ignored, over the total number of prompts seen. We compute numerous metrics, all of which together indicate users are not interested in the vast majority of notification prompts. The horizontal axes of Figure 3a and 3b show the percentile of clients that have a grant/deny/ignore/dismiss rate which is smaller or equal to the corresponding value on the vertical axes. They show that 80% of desktop clients and 70% of Android clients who ever saw a notification prompt during the 10-day period never granted it. Our first key observation is that most users do not grant the notification permissions at all. We also observe that most desktop users (55%) ignore or dismiss a prompt at least once. This indicates that most desktop users tend not to make a “permanent” decision which is remembered for subsequent visits to the same website.

The per-client average rates for desktop are: grant 12%, deny 15%, dismiss 37% and ignore 36%. For mobile, they are 23%, 54%, 19% and 3%. Our next key observation is that for both desktop and mobile, the deny and dismiss rates are greater than the grant rates, sometimes significantly so. We observe that on Android, the client behavior is quite different than desktop. The grant rate is almost double that of desktop clients, while the average deny rate is nearly 4 times that of desktop clients. Similarly the dismiss and ignore rates are much lower on mobile devices than desktops. While we believe that the blocking nature of the permission prompt on the Android platform has a significant influence, the telemetry data does not allow us to isolate its effect from others, such as the inherently different website designs and types of content that is consumed on a mobile platform as opposed to desktop.

Figure 3b shows that only 36% of Android clients never denied a permission request, meaning that 64% of clients denied it at least once. A third observation is that the majority of clients elect to deny at some point.
Finally, Figure 3c shows the number of permission prompts seen and decisions made by client percentile. Desktop clients tend to see more prompts but they also tend to report fewer interaction with them. For instance, while 19% of desktop clients never clicked on a prompt, this was the case for only 3% of mobile clients. Moreover, although there are 59% of desktop clients who have seen 2 or more prompts, only 39% have interacted with them. On the contrary, almost all mobile clients who see a prompt tend to interact with it as well. This already points out the fact that notification permission prompts, when abused, are more interrupting on mobile devices than on desktop, and we therefore aim to significantly reduce unwanted interruptions especially on Chrome with the new quiet UI described in Section 4.

Taken together, all of these observations clearly indicate that users are either not engaging with notifications much overall, and when they do, they rarely grant them. It appears that most of the time, they see little benefit in receiving notifications.

3.3.2 URL origins

In addition to analysing the interactions with the permission prompt from the clients’ point of view, hereafter we characterize such interactions from the websites’ perspective. This is important because it takes into account the large differences in the types of websites on which the permission prompt is shown, and it is therefore crucial to understand how the current behavior and the redesigned UI affects websites with different characteristics.

When looking at the types of actions performed on the permission prompts, Figure 4a shows that on desktop there are 76% of websites where the deny rate is higher than the grant rate, both under 17%. Ignore and dismiss rates are much higher overall, although their relative ranking changes: dismiss rates are higher than ignore rates for 26% of websites, and they are lower for the remaining 74% of them. It is interesting to note that there is less than 1% of websites with a deny rate higher than 50%, whereas there are 8% of websites with a grant rate higher than 50%. This indicates that there are more than 8 times (in percentage terms) the number of websites that most users feel comfortable in receiving notifications from, as compared to websites where most users definitely do not see any benefit and therefore block notifications.

On mobile, the behavior is very different. Figure 4b shows that 56% of websites have a deny rate higher than 50%, which is a 58x increase as compared to desktop, whereas 22% have a grant rate higher than 50% (less than 3x the number for desktop). Clearly, when faced with a “blocking” action, mobile users tend to deny the prompt overwhelmingly more often than they tend to grant it. This is a clear signal that the “blocking” notification permission prompts are unwanted, and they are interrupting the browsing experience for mobile users much more than desktop ones. Hence, our strategy to address such unwanted interruptions has to revisit the “blocking” nature of the mobile prompt as well. As the ignore and dismiss actions on mobile require an additional interaction with the device – by either going to the previously visited website, closing the tab or exiting the browsing session – they are seldom recorded in large quantity; indeed, less than 1% of websites have ignore or dismiss rates greater than 50% for mobile clients.

Finally, Figure 4c shows the number of prompts seen and decisions made by percentile of websites. First, similarly to Figure 3c, we see that the number of decisions is practically the same as the number of prompts seen on the Android platform, whereas on desktop there is a higher number of prompts seen but not acted upon. Second, we also notice that the notification prompt volume seems to follow the power law distribution – which is used to model the number of visits to websites (\[1, 9\]) – where 20% of websites in our dataset showed less than 100 prompts, whereas much less than 1% showed more than 10 million prompts. The per-URL median number of decisions was 188 on desktop and 513 on Android.

Having observed how clients interact with the legacy notification permission prompt across websites, in the following section we present our revised UI for notification permission prompts on Chrome, and the new activation logic for clients.
Reducing the Interruptiveness of Notification Permission Prompts

Although notifications are an important tool for websites to send timely updates to their visitors, most users seem not to want them. Partially, we believe this is also a result of websites that see notification prompts as an unchecked means to drive engagement, which is not in the spirit of the web notifications API. Indeed, Chrome telemetry showed that most users choose not to grant notification permission prompts, on most of the websites. Ideally, a genuine website that provides a high quality notification experience would have a high grant rate, which is the opposite of what our telemetry shows today. Moreover, negative comments about the notification experience are also one of the most frequent complaints seen in Chrome’s product feedback channels. We therefore want to improve the browsing experience for Chrome users by reducing the interruptiveness of unwanted notification permission prompts.

In order to achieve that goal, we focused our efforts on the following objectives, which resulted from several discussions among product leads, engineering teams, designers and user-experience researchers:

1. Making the notifications permission prompt UI less interruptive.
2. Reducing the number of notification permission prompts that users have to act upon, which reduces the cognitive load and permission fatigue.
3. Providing an easy and more obvious escape hatch if users want to change their choice after they have made it.

The telemetry data we analyse in this study allows us to measure the progress towards the objectives (1) and (2) above, but not objective (3). The latter requires additional qualitative measures and instrumentation that the current telemetry data does not have. Hence, a separate user study will be conducted in order to assess the progress towards achieving objective (3).

To measure whether the new quiet UI (described hereafter) performs better than the legacy one with respect to the two goals, we rely on two proxy signals discussed in Section 3.3: the deny and ignore rates of the permission prompts. Ideally, the new UI should significantly increase the ignore rate and lower the deny rate – unwanted prompts should no longer require users to act on them – while preserving the grant rates for users who do want them. These users should still be able to easily grant the permission prompt.

To make the prompts less interrupting and to reduce the frequency of unwanted interactions, we introduce three new components:

(i) The quiet permission prompt UI that Chrome users see when a website wants to show notifications.
(ii) The mechanism to activate the quiet UI on websites with a high average deny rate, which incentivizes a responsible use of the API according to the best practices.
(iii) The mechanism to activate the quiet UI for users who repeatedly block them, based either on their past behavior or opt-in setting.

New UI for the notification permission prompt

Since its introduction in 2015, the volume of notification permission requests has surpassed that of any other type of permission. Hence, it is also the most likely to annoy users if shown out of context or without an explicit user intent. Over the years, we have identified several other limitations of the legacy UI for the notification permission prompt. First, even when displayed in context, users might not fully understand what content they will see in notifications. Second, similarly to any web permission on Chrome, users might not understand that the two options “Allow” and “Block” are reused for every subsequent visit to the same website. Therefore, when uncertain, users are likely to ignore or dismiss on desktop, and might end up selecting an unintended or unwanted choice on Android just to make the prompt disappear and get to the website. Third, in case users want to change a previous choice,
they have to find the right Chrome settings, or click on the page information dialog in the navigation bar, which is not an obvious entry point.

In determining the UI experiment variants, we chose to use the pre-existing messaging UI patterns in Chrome, in order to enable returning users to apply the interaction methods they are already familiar with. From the enumerated UI candidates, we eliminated the ones that were visually too loud, such as a prompt that covers a large content area or is completely hidden. The choice was also guided by the intent to provide less interruptive UIs that could still provide a more obvious entry point to change a previous choice. Finally, we chose the three design variants on Android (Figure 5) and two on desktop (Figure 6). The experimental UI variants displayed the “strike-through bell” icon to convey unavailability of notifications. Additionally, when there was enough screen real estate, the words “notifications blocked” were added to reinforce the meaning. This representation intended to respond to the two major statuses the user could be in. First, if the user did not want to receive notifications from the site, this representation confirms the desired state and the user does not need to take any action on the UI. Second, if the user wanted to receive notifications from the site, the represented status was clearly opposite, which could lead the user to act upon it to change it.

We implemented each of those variants and activated them as part of a controlled experiment on a 1% random sample of clients running the Beta version of Chrome 78, during a 7-day period in September 2019. Specifically, we selected 1% of Android clients for each of the three variants and an additional 1% for the control group that saw the standard legacy UI. Each of the clients only saw the UI variant which they were assigned, during the entire experiment. In total, 3% of Android clients running the Beta version saw the experimental UIs. Similarly, we enabled the experimental UIs for 2% of desktop clients, 1% for each of the two desktop variants, and a 1% the control group (2% of desktop clients saw the experimental UIs).

To decide which variant to release to all Chrome users, we monitored and compared the grant rates from the experimental groups with the control groups. Overall, the drop was significant across all variants on both platforms. Specifically, on Android we saw that the grant rate for variant 1 (Figure 5a) dropped by 81% compared to the control group, for variant 2 (Figure 5b) by 98% and for variant 3 (Figure 5c) by 89%. On desktop, the grant rate dropped by 79% for variant 1 (Figure 6a) and by 93% for variant 2 (Figure 6b), as compared to the control group.

In light of those results, we chose the mini info-bar (variant 3) for the Android platform and the animated icon (variant 1) for desktop. Although variant 3 on Android has a slightly lower grant rate compared to variant 1, we deemed the latter to be sub-optimal because, as a system heads-up notification, it would not be visible at all for users who have completely disabled notifications for Chrome at the app-level, which is likely to generate confusion.

### 4.2 Automated activation for websites with a low grant rate

As we have observed, the quiet UI undoubtedly leads fewer clients to re-engage with websites. As it is important that the improved user experience does not disproportionately affect the web ecosystem, it is crucial that the quiet UI can be enabled selectively for users and websites. In particular, we want to enable it for users who are unlikely to want to receive notifications at all, and for websites that have a very high average deny rate (such as 90%). Hereafter we describe how Chrome chooses those websites and how users can activate
the quiet either manually or adaptively.

The analysis we conducted in Section 3.3 has shown that, fortunately, only 1%-2% of websites with a non-negligible user base in our dataset have such a high (standard) deny rate, although this is the case for more than 5% of websites if we consider the explicit deny rate (i.e., if only counting grants or denies). This signal can be interpreted as strong evidence that users not only do not see much benefit in receiving notifications, but they explicitly want to block them from ever asking again. In order to prevent those interrupting websites to send unwanted notification requests to the vast majority of their visitors, Chrome displays the quiet UI every time a user visits those websites, unless the user has created an exception for it in the browser’s settings. When any such website wants to show the notification prompt, the user sees the quiet UI with an accompanying message that informs her that most visits those websites, unless the user has created an exception for it in the browser’s settings. When any such website wants to show the notification prompt, the user sees the quiet UI with an accompanying message that informs her that most people block notifications from that site. The user can still choose to enable notifications by clicking on the “bell” icon and subsequently on “Allow for this site”.

Using telemetry from the Chrome users\(^1\), we maintain two lists of interrupting websites on the Google systems, one for the desktop clients and one for the Android ones. We keep two separate lists because the data indicates that there is only a 14% overlap between interrupting websites reported by desktop and Android clients. We add a website to the corresponding desktop or Android platform list if it satisfies the following criteria:

1. Has displayed at least 1000 notification permission prompts, as reported by the Chrome clients, over the last 28 days on a given platform (desktop or Android). Furthermore, we exclude data from clients who revert their decision for a website too frequently, as those could also come from test account or devices. Specifically, we discard data from devices that report more than 3 grant or deny decisions for the same website and platform during the study period. This ensures that (i) there is enough evidence that most clients do not see a value in getting notifications from the website, (ii) the website is reasonably popular so that it has an incentive in providing value to the users through notifications, and (iii) the size of the interrupting sites list is small enough to be sent by using the Safe Browsing APIs (as described later). As many as 95% of all reported notification prompts come from websites and clients that pass this criterion.

2. Has a high-enough explicit deny rate (> 49%) and a high-enough relative rank (≥ 95th percentile) with respect to explicit deny rate as compared to other websites. We define the explicit deny rate as the ratio between the sum of deny decisions over the sum of deny or grant decisions only. This is different from the standard deny rate that we show in the charts, where the denominator includes grants, denies, ignores and dismissals. The reason we use the explicit deny rate for generating the interrupting websites lists is that we want to get as much explicit signal of unwanted or interrupting prompts as possible. As grants and denies are choices that are remembered for successive visits to the same website, we believe that they also convey the highest amount of information about unwanted or interrupting prompts. Second, by having two conditions on the explicit deny rate (i.e., rank and absolute value), we ensure that websites have a strong incentive to continuously improve their standing with respect to others, and that they are not unnecessarily penalized in case the whole ecosystem moves towards a state in which the average explicit deny rate drops significantly.

3. Is satisfying the previous condition continuously over a certain number of successive iterations. For instance, if we recompute the list of interrupting sites every day, we may add a website to it only if its average explicit deny rate and rank are consistently above the threshold over multiple successive iterations (e.g., during 28 successive runs). This would help to avoid adding a website and then removing it too frequently in case it is near the threshold.

With these very conservative initial thresholds, the interrupting website lists contains around 500 entries for the desktop and 2000 for the Android platform. In total, these websites typically surface 1% of all reported notification prompts on Android and 3% on desktop, which means that there is a margin to relax the threshold in the future. Users can see whether the website they are currently visiting is on the interrupting list by checking if there is a related message on the Chrome developer console. As we continuously monitors the product feedback channels for any user and website complaints due to these changes, we intend to relax these thresholds in the future in the absence of any significant negative feedback.

To limit the risks related to data manipulation by malicious clients, in addition to the other conditions for data inclusion that we already described in Section 3.2, we adopt additional security measures to limit the number of records that could come from test accounts or devices, the specifics of which are not public.

After a website has been added to the interrupting list, it clearly has an incentive to get off as quickly as possible, which usually happens after it starts to follow the best practices guidelines when showing notification prompts. For that, we need to be able to track its explicit deny rate on the legacy prompt. Therefore, Chrome shows the quiet prompt for a random sample of 70% of the clients that see the prompt on that website, while showing the legacy prompt to the remaining 30%. We then keep monitoring the explicit deny rate from the latter 30% of clients, and when any of the above criteria is not consistently met over a certain period of time (e.g., 28 days), we remove the interrupting website from the list. We chose to use a threshold of 30% as holdback as it would allow us to get at least 300 decisions on which to test

\(^1\)Only from the set of users who have opted in to provide crash reports and usage statistics to Google, who are signed-in with their Google account and have the “sync” functionality enabled.
whether the criteria are satisfied. This would ensure a maximum error rate on the true statistic of at most ± 5% with a 95% confidence level, even for the website with the lowest amount of decisions in our dataset. Moreover, using a limited time window (e.g., 28 days) limits the effects of inter-day spurious variations that might be due to specific events that are not necessarily representative of the users’ behavior on a site over a longer period of time.

For performance reasons, we use the Safe Browsing API – which is already in place to protect users from malicious websites – to regularly send a compressed version of that list to each Chrome client, as prefix sets [20]. Then, every time a website wants to display the notification permission prompt, the client first checks whether the website is present on the local prefix list of interrupting websites. If so, Chrome then verifies with the Safe Browsing service whether the website is indeed in the most recent version of the list. If and only if that is the case, it displays the quiet UI. This is the default way that Safe Browsing enforcement works in Chrome.

### 4.3 Activation Mechanisms on Clients

Having described the quiet UI and how we maintain the two lists of interrupting websites, we now outline the client-side changes that were introduced to support the redesigned permission prompt and the interrupting website lists.

In order to reduce the unwanted interruptions to the browsing experience, Chrome provides two ways for users to enable the quiet notification prompts, which are purely based on behavioral data that can be observed on the client, without any interaction with the Google’s backend services:

1. A toggle in the Chrome settings page, which enables the quiet UI for all notification prompts, irrespective of whether the website is on the interrupting list. This gives users the choice to enable or disable the quiet prompts whenever they wish.

2. Automatic activation after three consecutive “deny” decisions are recorded for a client on any website over the last 28 days. This reduces the unwanted interruptions for users who are very unlikely to want to receive any notifications at all. The telemetry shows that this applies to 28% of Android clients and 14% of desktop ones.

The choice of the last parameter – the number of consecutive denials before the quiet UI is automatically activated on the client – was made after a careful analysis of the impact it would have on clients and websites. We chose to use three because our data showed that it would help a substantial fraction of users who are more likely to be interrupted, while not interfering with users who do not see many prompts in the first place.

In addition to these two activation mechanisms, we are further exploring the use of machine learning methods that can leverage a larger number of on-device signals, in order to show the quiet UI in more instances where clients are unlikely to grant the notification permission.

### 4.4 Second Experiment

When designing the above mechanisms that enable the quiet prompts, we could mostly think of their effects in isolation with respect to each other. Taken independently, they should be able to help users to have a less interrupting browsing experience, to reduce the number of required interactions and to allow them to revert to the legacy UI more easily should they change their mind. However, it is difficult to evaluate the combined effect of these changes on the interaction metrics that we want to influence. That is why we conducted a second large-scale study on a subset of Chrome clients running the stable release of the browser, which is the default one that normal users install and use.

We conducted a 10-day A/B experiment between the 7th and the 16th of March, 2020. We selected a random sample of 9% of desktop and 9% of Android clients running the stable release of Chrome version 80 as the experiment groups, for which we enabled both the client activation logics of the quiet prompts (Section 4.3) and the one based on the interrupting website lists (Section 4.2). Similarly, we selected another set of 9% of clients on each platform as the control groups, for which we disabled the quiet prompt feature completely. In other words, the clients in the control group could only see the legacy prompt. The data for this experiment is subject to the same conditions as described in Section 3.2.

### 4.5 Results

More than 40 million clients participated in the experiment, half of which were assigned to the control group and half to the experiment group on each platform. We recorded more than 100 million actions overall, coming from more than 70 thousand websites. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the two large-scale experiments that we conducted. As shown in Figure 7a and 7b, there is a very similar distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Exp. 1</th>
<th>Exp. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Browser version</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment start</td>
<td>09/2019</td>
<td>02/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment duration</td>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>10 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. of participants</td>
<td>≥300 M</td>
<td>≥40 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. of websites</td>
<td>≥70 K</td>
<td>≥70 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. of actions</td>
<td>≥800 M</td>
<td>≥100 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Experimental parameters.

---

2Thanks to the extremely large number of samples in our experiments, we omit adding any statistical tests of the differences between the decision rates we report for the control and experiment groups, such as the Mann Whitney U Test. Even an extremely small difference, such as 10⁻⁶, is statistically significant at the p < .05 level.
of prompts seen across the experimental and control groups, across both clients and websites. This indicates that the control and experiment groups should be comparable in terms of the browsing behavior and volume of prompts observed.

Next, we look at the actions that clients of both groups took on the prompts. The first key observation is that there is only a very small reduction of the grant rate in the experiment groups, as compared to the control groups. This is a positive result, as it indicates that the quiet prompt and activation logic did not significantly affect the grant rates for websites on both platforms. The per-client average grant rates are 10% and 9.8% on desktop for the control and experiment groups, respectively, whereas they are 20.1% and 19.1% on Android, respectively. Similarly, we did not observe any significant change in the grant rate percentiles across websites either (Figure 8a), with a per-website average grant rate of 13.6% and 13.1% on desktop for the control and experiment groups, respectively, and 29.8% and 27.1% on Android, respectively.

On the contrary, the deny rate distributions shifted significantly in the experiment group compared to the control group, as expected, in particular on Android. Figure 8b shows that there are 39% more clients in the experiment group that have never denied any prompt, as compared to the control group. This means that the quiet prompt has reduced at least one unnecessary prompt for 15% more Android clients already during the initial 10-day period that the feature was active. The per-client average deny rate was 31.4% lower in the experiment group relative to the control group (38.5% vs. 56.1%). On desktop, the reduction of 17.5% in deny rate was smaller (from 14.5% to 11.5%) but significant nevertheless. We observed a similar trend also when looking at the per-website average deny rates (Figure 9b), where the experiment groups on both desktop and Android were reporting reduced deny rates across all types of websites. We observed a reduction of the per-website average deny rate of 22.5% on Android (31% vs 51.6% in the experiment and control groups, respectively) and on 30% on desktop (9.8% vs 14% in the experiment and control groups, respectively).

As for the ignore rates, they increased in the experiment groups across both clients (Figure 8c) and websites (Figure 9c), and in particular on Android. The per-client average ignore rate jumped by a factor of 5 from 4% (control) to 20% (experiment) on Android, and from 39.6% to 44.4% on desktop, respectively. Across websites, the per-website average
ignore rate also increased more than 7 times on Android (from 3% in the control group to 22.7% in the experiment group) and from 39.8% to 46.2% on desktop. The increase in the ignore rate on Android is particularly important because it suggests that many of the clients who would choose to deny a permission request opted instead to ignore it, as the grant rates are only minimally affected.

Compared to the experiment for the choice of the quiet UI described in Section 4.1, the drop in deny rates and increase in ignore rates are smaller in this experiment. We believe that such differences are mainly due to the different user base that was sampled (Beta channel vs. Stable) in the two experiments. Users in the Beta channel willingly use a non-final version of Chrome that is used for experimenting with new features, which could suggest that users of the Beta version might have a different browsing behavior than the users of the standard Stable version.

Given the results of the experiment, we can conclude that the quiet UI and its activation mechanisms are very effective in achieving the two main goals: The increased ignore rates, the reduced deny rates and the marginally affected grant rates signal that the browsing experience of Chrome users can be improved without negatively affecting the benefits for the websites and users who show a clear benefit of the web notifications API. We plan to roll out the quiet UI feature to all of the Chrome clients in the coming months, as we monitor feedback from both users and website owners. We did not observe any significant changes in reports from users due to the quiet UI so far (September 2020).

4.6 Releasing the Notification Action Rates to the Public

To complement our quiet UI efforts with an increase level of transparency for both end-users as well as website owners, Chrome includes the average grant, deny, dismiss and ignore rates as part of the Chrome User Experience Report [18]. This publicly accessible website enables visitors to obtain aggregated URL-level metrics about loading performance from opted-in users. By making this information public, we hope to provide a positive incentive for website owners to continuously improve their notification rates in order to meet the users’ expectations. Moreover, this also makes it easier for medium and high-traffic websites to check the reported rates without requiring them to implement any additional data collection and processing on their properties.

5 Discussion & Limitations

Web push notifications can be a very useful feature for users to receive timely updates about information they care about, such as breaking news, instant messages or tweets. When asking for permission to send notifications, websites should follow a set of best practices, in order to ensure that users are asked for them within the right context and at the right time. For instance, websites should give visitors some time to understand the context of the page they are on, and they should wait for a signal of explicit intent to receive notifications before showing them the permission prompt. However, our telemetry indicates that 90% of the time websites fail to successfully enroll their visitors to notifications on desktop, and 79% of the time on Android. In other words, the vast majority of Chrome users do not see enough value in receiving notifications from the websites they visit, which means that notification prompts are most often unnecessarily interrupting their browsing experience. That is why we redesigned and rethought the process by which users interact with the notification permission prompt.

In Section 4, we described the main goals of the redesign of the notification prompt, which are to (i) make the prompt UI less interruptive, (ii) reduce the number of interactions that users have with them and (iii) make it easier to change the previous choice. In this study, which is focused on the former two objectives, we are able to show that the redesigned permission prompt is very successful in reducing both the “interruptiveness” of the UI and the number of interactions that users have to make.
When running such a large-scale behavioral study with real users, we understand that it is extremely important to account for the vast diversity of both users and websites that are accessible on the Internet. It is therefore crucial to assess the effect our redesign has on the entire population of users and websites. That is why, in addition to providing statistics about the average reduction in unwanted interaction rates (i.e., deny and dismiss actions), we show the more fine-grained results that cover each percentile of both users and websites. The fact that the positive effects – a minor reduction in grant rates compared to a double-digit reduction in deny rate and large increase in ignore rates – are consistent across all percentiles of both populations is extremely important. It shows that all sorts of users – those who interact with many different websites as well as those who seldom ever see a notification prompt – benefit from a more interruption-free browsing experience. Moreover, it shows that those users who want to be engaged with the websites through notifications are only slightly impacted. Furthermore, we expect the already minor reduction in grant rates to become even smaller, as more users and sites learn and adapt to the new permission prompt UI. As it is extremely challenging to determine the necessity and context of notification prompts in general, Chrome has opted for a phased roll-out of the feature. Microsoft Edge – a Chromium-based browser, has adopted a different roll-out approach [40]; since the quiet UI code was publicly released in February 2020, Edge elected to leverage this and enabled it by default to all of its users and websites.

Designing a solution that effectively balances the needs of web users who are unlikely to want to get notifications, of those who do seem to want them and of the many websites who rely on them for increased engagement and higher service utility [16] is challenging. We showed that it is possible to achieve that by bringing together the following elements: user behavior data, website metrics, proxy metrics, a new UI, and an incentive mechanism for website owners to get off the block list. The quiet UI in Chrome takes a first step towards improving the user experience, which results in a small drop in grant rates for websites. By introducing activation mechanisms that depend on each user’s past actions, users who often see unwanted notification permission prompts will also be the first ones to benefit from the quiet UI. As the quiet feature activates automatically only for users who denied the prompt at least 3 times in a row, it clearly benefits the more active users who see more prompts than the average user. This was a design choice, as users who see and deny the prompt more often are also the ones who are more likely to experience unnecessary interruptions. As more and more users will eventually transition to the quiet UI, websites will have a strong incentive to rethink the way they use the Notifications API and to align it with the best practices, which ultimately will improve the browsing experience for all users.

We also acknowledge several limitations of our experimental design and the data collection process, which are inherent to the nature of the methodology itself. The data we analysed in this study comes from a random subset of Chrome users, but not from a “fully” random set. As mentioned in Section 3.2 and 4, we collect and analyse telemetry only from users who satisfy certain conditions, in order to respect their privacy choices and preferences. We acknowledge that, although such a population represents a double digit fraction of the overall Chrome user base, we might miss on some of the notification interactions that might have occurred on less popular websites from users who do not satisfy the criteria for inclusion in our study. However, we made various efforts to limit the impact of spurious or extremely long-tail behavior on our results. For instance, we accept data only from genuine clients that report a limited number of samples for each website, and we only consider websites with at least 1000 decisions reported in the study period. According to the telemetry, those websites account for more than 95% of all reported notification prompts, and therefore they should provide an accurate view of the web push notifications landscape. Moreover, our study did not include qualitative user feedback, which might surface additional issues and user preferences.

Finally, although this study focused on notification permission prompts in Chrome, we hope its implications will spur research into further permission types and goals, such as time-limited and more granular web permissions, and a more fine-grained measurement of cognitive load and disaffection. More broadly, our multiple activation mechanisms that blend both the user’s own behavior with those of other users have shown one possible way to quickly and effectively limit the unwanted interruptions for users who, at least initially, are likely to suffer the most from them. One challenge that remains when designing such solutions is to identify who those users are and to actually assess whether the issues that experts have identified are indeed the most pressing ones for the users. Several studies of a related problem – computer security practices and advice of security experts vs. non-experts [8, 23, 38] – seem to suggest that they might not always be the same.

As a note, the experiment was conducted during the first half of March, 2020, and lasted 10 days. In China and South Korea, this was at the time when the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic had already passed or was flattening. However, it was growing in several other countries in Europe (Italy, France, Germany, Switzerland) and to some extent in other parts of the world [33]. Therefore, we cannot exclude nor quantify the effect that this extraordinary situation had on our results.

3For instance, at the time of this experiment, several popular websites (such as twitter.com) guide their users on how to enable notifications on the web by assuming that users would see only the legacy prompt, instead of possibly also seeing the less visible quiet UI.
6 Conclusion

Other researchers and web browser developers have observed that notification prompts for web pages are a source of annoyance for users and that users rarely agree to receive notifications. Our first contribution was to assess this on a very large scale. We conducted analysis that included more than 300 million users, 70 thousands websites and 800 million actions on the prompts. Chrome telemetry indicated that the notification permission is the most frequently asked for permission type (74% of all permission requests are for notifications), and yet with a grant rate of 10% on desktop and 21% on Android, respectively, it is also the least likely to be granted. The frequent requests, coupled with low grant rates on both mobile and desktop, as well as high ignore and dismiss rates on desktop, indicate altogether that notification permissions are interrupting and that mostly they do not lead to a useful experience. This motivated us to rethink how users interact with notification prompts. At the same time, our study showed that 20% of users on desktop, and 30% of Android users, do grant the permission at least once. Thus for users who do want to enable notifications, it is important not make it more difficult for them to do so.

Our second contribution was thus to take on the challenge of rethinking the conditions as to when and how users interact with the notification prompts. This required us to balance the dual goals of reducing interruptiveness for the large majority of users, while having negligible impact on users who do want to receive notifications. In this paper, we presented our process and challenges that led to the redesign of the UI and the creation of a novel activation logic.

Our first analysis study also revealed that there are fundamental differences across desktop and Android platforms, partially due to the fact that on desktop the prompt can be ignored whereas on mobile it requires an interaction in order to continue browsing the website. Therefore our redesign made it possible for Android users to also ignore the prompt with a new UI that does not block the content of the website, while allowing interested users to easily enable notifications. To support users who want notifications, the quiet UI is still visible on both platforms, albeit in a less conspicuous way.

Our third contribution was a second large-scale study, wherein we evaluated whether the redesigned prompt is successful at reducing unwanted interruptions while limiting the negative effect on the grant rates across users and websites. Our A/B test with 40 millions users and 100 million actions on the prompts has shown that the new quiet UI, together with its activation logic on clients and the crowd-sourced list of interrupting websites, is very effective in reducing the unwanted interruptions while only slightly affecting the grant rates across users and websites. Specifically, the deny rate decreased by 22.5% on desktop and by 30% on Android, while the average grant rate decreased by 3.7% and 5%, respectively. As the legacy UI is particularly interrupting on Android, we were pleased to see that the ignore rate jumped by a factor of 7. Thanks to the positive results obtained in our experiments, we intend to roll out the quiet UI feature to all clients in the next few months, while we monitor the feedback from users and website owners.

Although our quantitative experiments have shown that the new UI is very effective in achieving the goals we set, they were not instrumented to capture more qualitative data about users’ attitudes and understanding of the new UI. For that reason, we intend to conduct a separate user study to evaluate whether indeed the quiet UI is easy to use, find and understand via the iconography, setting discoverability, and activation mechanisms.
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